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 Candlemakers since 1862

The story of Cerabella began in the late nineteenth century when Francesca Abella, a woman ahead of her time, opened a 
small candle factory in Barcelona. More than 150 years later, Cerabella, which continues to be run by the same family and is 
based in Barcelona and Miami, has reinvented the profession by transforming its expertise into inimitable value.

 Design

Cerabella’s candle designs are the result of hand-
drawn inspiration from beginning to end, featuring 
natural materials adorned with scents that have been 
carefully selected by master perfumers. 

Every piece reflects the personality of Cerabella and 
its unique character that sets trends and standards for 
decorative candles.

Jordi Labanda, Sybilla, Michelle Oka Doner, Miró and 
Muma Soler are some of the artists who have teamed 
up with Cerabella to create candles that are now part 
of the collection.

 Handmade in Barcelona

Every candle tells the story of the hands that made it. 
These unique works of art are made with the creative, 
open and Mediterranean nature of the city where they 
were born.  

Every candle is the result of the dedication of a 
master craftsman who, with passion and care, makes 
this unique profession a reality. Like the flame of a 
candle, this artisanal and traditional craft withstands 
the whirlwind of time.

 Personalization

Thanks to its production facility and in-depth 
knowledge of candle making, Cerabella is able to 
offer personalised candles that range from large 
quantities to unique wax sculptures. 

The wide range of services make it possible to carry 
out all types of wax projects at the highest level.
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With the beginning of autumn, a new fragrance is added, this 
time the duoTonka & Balsam (number 22), whose chord begins 
with refreshing and sweet berry and peach notes that harmonise 
perfectly with the balsamic, spicy, sweet and peppery aroma of 
myrrh, which then fuses with the background of patchouli and 
tonka. The essence of tonka beans is the key to this fragrance, 
which makes this aromatic accord unforgettable. Tonka & 
Balsam is a refined and elegant combination in the form of a 
candle in a classic glass container, this time in basil green.

In addition, Cerabella integrates the small candle and the room 
spray for all fragrances of this collection - a must-have of 
scented candles. Thanks to this new and practical spray format, 
anyone who is enthusiastic about the “number” fragrances can 
quickly and conveniently decorate all rooms in the house with 
their distinctive fragrances.

 NUMBERS:TONKA&BALSAM
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For the enthusiasts and followers of Numbers candles, and 
scented candles in general, this season we are celebrating 
because Cerabella wanted to reward us with a compilation of 
its aromas to pay tribute to this collection. A family of candles 
that brings together the two hundred years of expertise of 
the craft profession of Cerabella: that of its perfumers, who 
harmoniously create the duotone aromatic chords that form 
this collection, and that of its master candlemakers who, using 
their hands, capture all of this essence in the wax, to transform 
it into a candle.

In a limited edition, Cerabella is offering us two large size models 
in black glass and with a velvety feel: 

A journey through 10 highly-esteemed Numbers fragrances 
such as Earl Grey & Bergamote, Amber & Olibanum, Jasmin & 
Magnolia, Orchid & Patchouli, classic scents from the collection 
such as Lime & Peppermint, Gardenia & Coriander and Violet & 
Caramel, irresistible aromatic chords such as Rose & Cardamom, 
Fig & Wood, the refreshing Mango & Melon and the latest 
addition to the collection, Tonka & Balsam.

 NUMBERS:ANNIVERSARY EDITION
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A good candle is like a jewel, a little ephemeral work of art that deserves 
to be looked after. Cerabella is offering us a case for looking after candles 
formed by these four accessories and their user guide:

Candle wick trimmer: It is a tool in the shape of a pair of scissors with a 
receptacle. It is used to feed the flame by eliminating hot ash and car-
bon balls from the wick, which are sometimes caused by the burning 
of foreign objects, such as dust or some components of perfumes. The 
receptacle is used to prevent the part you eliminate from falling into the 
melted wax.

Wick straightener: It is a tool that makes it possible to put out the flame 
of a candle by sinking the wick into the melted wax and then straighte-
ning it out just afterwards. It is used for candles in a container, and pro-
vides quick and smokeless extinguishing, while also soaking the wick in 
wax to enable quicker and more effective subsequent lighting.
Snuffer: It is an accessory that is used to put out candelabra candles, 
avoiding the wax splashes that occur when you put the candle out by 
blowing.

Tray for candle care: The candle that is going to be treated and the tools 
to be used are placed on the tray, thus preventing the accessories used 
from being placed on another surface that could get stained with wax.
The four tools are made from black metal with a velvety feel, they are 
designed to effectively look after the candle and are organised in an ele-
gant case that makes it easier to keep all the accessories organised. A 
magnificent gift for

 CANDLE CARE KIT
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 ATMOSPHÈRE

Atmosphère is a candle inspired by old oil lamps. A sculptural 
piece that when lit, projects a beautiful and subdued light due 
to the effect of the lampshade of wax.

The Atmosphère candle consists of three pieces: the lampshade 
of white wax, the inner candle, with replacements, and the 
base, made from hand-modelled mortar. A set that produces 
an original wax lamp capable of creating a magical atmosphere 
with its snow-white light. 

The candlestick from the same collection is presented next to 
the candle. This holder for candelabra candles is made from the 
same hand-modelled recycled mortar and the top part, which 
holds the candle, is made from aged iron.
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100% recycled
Peça única feta a mà amb fibres recuperades.
Pieza única hecha a mano con fibras recuperadas.
Pièce unique fabriquée à la main  avec des fibres récupérées.
Unique and handmade product made out of re-utilized fibers.
Einzigartiges und handgefertigites produkt aus wieder verwerteten fasern.
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 PRANA 

We live in a routine that has become a race to do everything, a sprint 
against the clock that prevents us from enjoying our daily lives.

The Prana collection emerges out of the need to stop and relax. A 
collection of scented candles and reed diffusers that aims to help us 
to bring our fast pace of life to a stop. The ritual of taking a break by 
lighting a candle, and thus switching off and taking care of our inner 
self. An oasis of peace in the middle of the storm of routine. 

The Prana collection by Cerabella is formed by four candles in glass 
containers and their reed diffusers, and although each candle has 
a different scent, they all share the calm and serenity they convey:

Vital Breath has a fragrance with aqueous and citric top notes, with 
a body of muguet and a warm base of amber, that will restore your 
balance.

Spiritual Amity is an explosion of citric notes accompanied by a 
combination of lotus flower, moss and a marine chord, that will help 
you achieve harmony.

Renaissance has an aroma with a vibrant citric high note, an aqueous 
muguet body and a woody base, the ideal cocktail to renew your 
energy.

Life Balance is the perfect combination of lotus flower with jasmin, 
which along with the warmth of the sandalwood and vanilla, will 
pave the way towards inner peace.
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warm
wax
ritual

100% recycled product
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And if you were told that you can create your own Cerabella cand-
le at home?

That is the case with the new Candle Maker Kit by Cerabella. Using 
it, with ingenuity and a few simple instructions, you can feel like a 
master candlemaker. 

To do so, you can choose between 4 different options depending 
on the scent you prefer: fruity Red Berries, oriental Cinnamon, the 
sweet touch of Vanilla or the freshness of Lavender.

Each kit comes with a metal tin to make your candle in, 2 bars of 
scented wax, wicks and a label to personalise the lid of the con-
tainer however you wish to. A 100% handcraft experience. Also, 
there are extra wicks so you can continue to make new candles 
with the leftovers you have around the house. A great idea right?

 CANDLE MAKER KIT
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CERERIA ABELLA
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@cerabellacandles ·      
WWW.CERABELLA.COM

DOWNLOAD images here.

Contact with:
Carla Clavell - 937 153 102
mkt@cerabella.cat

Renata Flores - 650 881 239 
comunica@cerabella.com
 
More information:
https://cerabella.com/es/prensa/

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1cxzzpvXfSVsjvK-kuSWELyb8h1uSAF1e?usp=sharing

